To be considered for an allocation of 9% credits from San Francisco’s geographic allocation, please complete the Excel rubric using these instructions:

9pct Scoring Rubric SF Tab
- All regulations and scoring criteria are provided here
- Please complete the scoring for your projects in the yellow cells in columns E-G based on what scoring categories the project qualifies for
- Also note the additional information required in the Notes section starting in Row 23
  - This should be submitted in a separate document with these items

Tiebreaker Calculator Tab
- Complete the worksheet for your projects – fill in only the yellow cells
- Do not alter the green cells

Unit Mix for Tiebreaker Tab
- Complete this tab with your unit mix
- This is necessary for the tiebreaker score to calculate

Please submit your materials by email to Lydia Ely, Deputy Director for Housing, at Lydia.Ely@sfgov.org, by Monday, May 2, 2022.
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